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250 Japanese Knitting Stitches contains the original collection of knitting stitches first published
by Hitomi Shida in 1996. Copies of the original Japanese edition have been jealously coveted by
knitters around the world, and now Tuttle Publishing brings you this classic in English for the first
time!Hitomi Shida's previous work, the Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible was released by Tuttle in
October 2017 and has already been purchased (and tested) by thousands of avid knitters who
are thrilled to discover a treasure trove of elegant and intricate new patterns. 250 Japanese
Knitting Stitches was Hitomi Shida's first effort and, like its successor, is filled with her highly
original and beautiful designs and variations on knitting classics.Translated and introduced by
veteran knitting instructor Gayle Roehm, the best-known teacher of Japanese knitting in
America. Roehm guides knitters through the particulars of the patterns and explains how to
execute the stitches.This knitting reference book features the following:Stitches designed for
borders and edgingsBeautiful cable stitches, both simple and elaborateElegant popcorn stitches
from fine to boldMultiple variations on individual patternsShida's finished projects are a wonder
to behold and accomplished knitters will brave even the most daunting of stitch patterns to
create them. Filled with 250 distinctive and inventive patterns--with a stitch diagram and photo
for each pattern--this highly anticipated book is destined to be on every knitter's bookshelf.



250Japanese Knitting StitchesThe Original Pattern Bible by Hitomi ShidaHitomi Shida author of
the Japanese Knitting Stitch BibleTranslated with an Introduction by Gayle Roehm

About this CollectionFor this collection, I’ve used many of the stitches that first appeared in the
garments I designed for my Couture Knits series. I also created some designs specially for this
book, and added edgings, to make up a total of 250 stitch patterns. It was a good opportunity for
me to look back at my work and think about it in new ways.There’s a long history of creating
patterns from a single thread, from traditional designs to new ones developed by dedicated
knitters. The world of knitting is widening greatly.Familiar patterns can take on whole new faces
when the stitches are changed slightly, or a new flavor is added. It’s truly interesting to dig deeply
into one stitch pattern. In addition, the impression of a stitch pattern changes with its
surroundings, the way a picture frame enhances a picture. I tried here to develop edgings with
individuality.One section of this book shows two knitted fabrics, with the same stitches arranged
in different ways. I’d be pleased if you use these examples as hints to create your own
variations.I feel as if I’m handing over these patterns that were born within myself, and I’m
looking forward to starting again, looking at the patterns in new ways.I feel great happiness that
my teachers and friends have given me the joy of knitting and a depth of technique. Thank you
very much, and thanks also to those who took part in creating my books, from Couture Knits to
this collection and beyond, and to those who produced all the samples. You did good work. I’m
full of gratitude to so many people for their help in completing this book.—HITOMI SHIDA

ContentsOpenwork PatternsOverall PatternsPattern ArrangementsPatterns with Crossing
StitchesPanel PatternsEdgingsKnitting Symbols

About this BookYou hold in your hands a collection of 250 stitch patterns developed by the
brilliant Japanese designer Hitomi Shida. It’s actually her first collection, which was published in
Japan in 2005. For years, knitters have sought out the original book for its innovative sculptural
stitch patterns. When it went out of print, used copies became hot items on the secondary
market. Now at last, the original collection is again available for knitters and designers.Shida’s
second collection was published in English as The Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible (Tuttle, 2017—
referred to here as JKSB). This companion volume gives the knitter 250 more gorgeous stitches
to choose from.About the authorHitomi Shida didn’t set out to become a hand knitting designer.
She began training as a nurse, but her studies were interrupted by a serious bout of illness.
During her long recovery, she was introduced to machine knitting, and qualified as an instructor.
She later turned her attention to hand knitting. In 1990, she participated in a group show, which
was her debut as a designer. She began taking on work for magazines and yarn companies, and
published her first book of garment patterns in 1996. The next year, Shida began creating an
annual “Couture Knitting” collection of fall and winter women’s garments. She added a spring/
summer edition in 2009, as well as ongoing work for magazines and yarn companies. She’s now



one of Japan’s best-known and most respected hand knitting designers, and her work defines
“Japanese knitting” for many knitters.Be sure to read through the remainder of this introduction
before starting to knit from this book. It includes important information about interpreting the
charts and symbols, finding the pattern repeat, and using the stitch patterns in a knitted
fabric.Chart reading basicsThe single most important thing to remember is this: the chart shows
the right side of the work. It’s a visual representation of what your knitting will look like when it’s
done. Each symbol describes what the stitch will look like on the right side, not what you
execute. For example, to create a knit stitch on the right side, you purl on the reverse side.If
you’re knitting back and forth:• On the right side, read the chart from right to left, in the same
sequence that you work the stitches.• On the reverse (or “wrong”) side, read the chart from left to
right, and reverse the symbols, so that your stitches will show up correctly on the right side. That
is, if you need a knit, work a purl.• Aside from knits and purls, not many stitches are worked on
the wrong side. The Guide to Symbols includes directions for reverse side rows, if applicable. If
only one definition is given, that particular symbol is only worked on right side rows.If you’re
knitting in the round:Read every row from right to left. There’s no need to reverse
stitches.Symbol definitionsUnlike other stitch pattern charts that you may have seen, Japanese
charts normally do not provide a key to the symbols. The symbols are standardized, and every
Japanese publisher uses the same symbol set. A Japanese knitter is expected to know them.
For western knitters, we’ve added definitions for every symbol in the book.As you work through
the stitch patterns, you’ll notice that the symbols look a lot like the stitches they represent. Just
like the overall chart, the symbols are visual representations of what the stitch should look like;
they’re a sort of visual code. The symbol for knit 2 together, for instance, has two legs (two
stitches are involved) and leans to the right (as the stitch does when complete). Basic stitch
symbols may be combined, as well: knit 2 together with a “purl dash” (horizontal line) below it
tells you to purl 2 together.Of the various stitch symbol systems in use around the world, the
Japanese symbols look most like their corresponding stitches. As you get used to them, you’ll
probably wish all publishers would adopt this logical system.This collection includes two tables
of symbols:• The Guide to Symbols (pp. 8 to 26) is organized by type of stitch (such as cables)
and number of stitches involved. Each symbol is cross-referenced to the stitch patterns in which
it is used. Some definitions refer you to illustrations in the back.• The Complex Symbols (pp. 150
to 153) were on a special page in the original Japanese version, because they’re unusual,
complex and new to most knitters. The complex symbols are defined in this table and cross-
referenced to the larger Guide to Symbols.In most cases, the Guide to Symbols explains just
one way to accomplish a stitch. Experienced knitters will notice that they may know another way
to achieve the same result. One-over-one crossing stitches, for instance, can be done in several
ways: with a cable needle, by switching the positions of the stitches, or by knitting the second
stitch first. As long as you achieve the correct result (the top stitch slants in the correct direction),
any method is fine.Blank boxesIn almost all charts, you’ll see a number of blank boxes. Check
the bottom left corner of the chart to see how to read the blank. For instance: tells you that a



blank box should look like a knit on the right side. This means it’s purled on the wrong side. Lots
of blank boxes indicate stockinette stitch. tells you that a blank box should look like a purl on the
right side, so it’s knit on the wrong side. Lots of blank boxes indicate reverse stockinette
stitch.This convention keeps the chart cleaner and easier to read—your eye can focus on what
you have to do, without a lot of visual “noise” from the background stitches. Compare stitch
patterns 001 and 002, for instance. Pattern 001 is based on stockinette stitch, while pattern 002
has a background of reverse stockinette.“Knot” stitchesShida uses many “knot” stitches, as she
calls them. A “knot” stitch creates something that looks like a wrap around a couple of stitches.
There are two types:• Lifted-over knot stitches like this one:Where you lift stitch 3 over stitches 1
and 2 and off the needle, then k, yo, k the next two stitches. You can tell it’s a lifted-over knot
because there’s a yo to make up for the lifted-over stitch.• Wrapped knot stitches like this one,
also referred to as smocking:Where you knit the stitches (4 in this symbol), place them on a DPN
or cable needle, and wrap the working yarn counterclockwise around them, as many times as
the small number indicates (2 in this case). You can tell it’s a wrapped knot because there’s a
number to tell you how many wraps to make.Other notationsA heavy black dot usually indicates
a bobble of some kind, so look for a footnote below the chart to tell you which type of bobble.
Shida’s bobbles are mostly done with a crochet hook. Crocheted bobbles tend to be smoother
and rounder than knitted bobbles, so you may want to give them a try. Finally, there are few other
footnotes that provide explanation or a page reference for a specific stitch.Other features of
these charts• Row numbers are shown on the right hand side, and stitch numbers at the bottom.
The rightmost column and the bottommost row are not stitches, but holders for those numbers.•
Each chart gives the pattern repeat at the bottom. For instance, the repeat for pattern #1 is 20
stitches and 32 rows. Watch the stitch and row numbers for where the repeat starts and ends;
only the repeated stitches are numbered.• The edgings don’t specify the repeat in the same way,
but the numbers at the bottom tell you which stitches to repeat.• Most charts begin in the lower
right-hand corner. Unlike JKSB, most of these charts don’t show setup rows; they begin
immediately with the first pattern row.• However, row 1 of the pattern repeat isn’t necessarily the
first row, and stitch 1 may not be the first stitch, so watch for your starting point. Not every chart
includes edge stitches.• In some stitch patterns, you’ll see a bracket at the bottom specifying a
row repeat. That tells you that the bracketed stitches have a different row repeat from the main
pattern. Pattern 010, for instance, repeats over 38 rows, but stitches 1 and 2 at right repeat over
4 rows—which is not evenly divided into 38. You’ll be keeping track of two repeats.• A few charts
(077, 116, 172, 212, 215) include an inset section at top left. Where you see the shaded boxes
on the main chart, you’ll work the motif at top left. For instance, in 077, the five shaded rows will
form a small leaf pattern. This convention allows for changing stitch counts: the shaded box
represents the stitch which will become 3 stitches, then 5, then decrease away to one
again.Before you beginWhether you want to make a complicated design, or just use a chart for a
scarf, take these few steps to ensure that you understand the chart:1. Find the key that tells you
whether a blank box is a knit or a purl. Keep in mind that this is how the stitch appears on the



right side.2. Find the definitions for all the symbols included. This book contains two symbol
tables and some illustrations in the back, so you may need to look in more than one place.3.
Find the marked stitch and row repeat. The stitch numbering across the bottom of the chart
stops with the last stitch of the repeat. The row numbering up the right side stops with the last
row of the repeat. That makes the repeat easy to spot. Remember that some motifs may have a
different row repeat.IMPORTANT: when designing a knitted fabric, repeat only the numbered
stitches and rows. You may find it helpful to draw a heavy colored line around the repeat as a
reminder, or to shade in that section of the chart.Don’t be fooled by the fact that most charts
include more than a single repeat; this was done to make all charts about the same size and to
balance the page visually. The chart as printed can’t necessarily be used in its entirety.Stitch
pattern 007, for instance, shows a repeat at the bottom of 18 stitches and 28 rows. Therefore,
the chart as printed contains one and a half repeats. You can’t just work across the entire chart,
then return to the right hand side and repeat again; one and a half patterns, repeated across,
would look strange. The number of increases and decreases would also be out of balance.If you
repeat just the numbered stitche, your increases and decreases will balance, and your stitch
count won’t change. However, be alert for stitches that span the beginning and ending of a
repeat. Stitch pattern 13, with a repeat of 12 stitches and 40 rows, has a double decrease at
stitch 13 in rows 31, 33, 35, 37 and 39. On your last repeat, you’ll need to change that to a single
decrease to keep the stitch count in balance. You can see this change in the column to the right
of stitch 1.

A Guide to the SymbolsAbbreviations used in this sectionRN = Right needleLN = Left needleSt
= StitchK = KnitP = PurlYO = Yarn overKtbl or twisted knit = knit through back loopPtbl or twisted
purl = purl through back loopSl = slipWyib = with yarn in back of workWyif = with yarn in
frontK2tog = Knit 2 togetherK2togtbl = Knit 2 together through back loopsP2tog = Purl 2
togetherP2togtbl = Purl 2 together through back loopsPsso = pass slipped stitch overP2sso =
pass 2 slipped stitches overP3sso = pass 3 slipped stitches overSKP = Slip 1 knitwise, knit 1,
pass slipped stitch overSSK = [Slip 1 knitwise] twice, return 2 st to LN, k2togtblSSP = [Slip 1
knitwise] twice, slip 2 stitches back to LN, then p2togtblM1 = Make one: with tip of RN, pick up
the strand of yarn before the next stitch on LN and ktblCN = cable needleK1 below = insert RN
into the stitch below the next st on LN and k, letting the next st on LN drop downSymbolHow to
knit itUsed in stitch pattern(s)RS: KWS: PMostRS: PWS: KMostRS: YOWS: YOMostRS: KtblWS:
PtblNote: In pattern #189, this symbol is used for an M1 increaseMostRS: PtblWS: Ktbl009, 065,
067, 078, 079, 080, 137, 138, 237DecreasesRS: K2togWS: P2tog (illustrated on p. 159)MostRS:
SKP or SSKWS: P2togtbl or SSP (an alternate WS method is illustrated on p. 159)MostRS:
P2togWS: K2tog040, 055, 102, 137, 138, 168, 249, 250SSP013, 040, 055, 102, 137, 138, 168,
250K 3 together004, 015, 032, 037, 039, 045, 048, 050, 054, 059, 064, 065, 072, 073, 077, 079,
081, 083, 091, 113, 139, 140, 155, 156, 213Sl 1, k2tog, psso004, 011, 015, 032, 037, 039, 045,
048, 050, 051, 054, 058, 064, 065, 072, 073, 074, 076, 077, 078, 079, 081, 083, 091, 113, 127,



128, 139, 140, 155, 156, 213, 219, 229, 236Sl 2 sts together knitwise, k1, p2sso002, 007, 009,
015, 019, 028, 030, 036, 045, 054, 060, 068, 072, 073, 075, 085, 097, 111, 116, 120, 135, 136,
147, 148, 150, 157, 158, 159, 162, 172, 234, 236K2tog; then, without removing st from LN, k, yo,
k into the same st (makes 3 st from 2).172K 4 together023, 024, 025, 026[Sl 1 knitwise] 3 times,
k1, p3sso023, 024, 025, 026Slip 3 sts together knitwise, k2tog, p3sso035, 083IncreasesWork k,
yo, k into the next st (1 st becomes 3)120, 189Work k, yo, k, yo, k into the next st (1 st becomes
5)116, 172, 236Insert tip of RN into center of st 3 rows below the next st. Pull up a loop of yarn,
yo, insert RN into the same stitch and pull up another loop.157, 158Illustrated on p. 157Over 6
rows:050, 053, 060, 100, 102, 111, 114, 121, 122, 136, 194, 211, 213, 231, 233Over 7
rows:005, 020P. 157 illustrates 3-st version, above.Variation: make 5 instead of 3, and use sl 3
sts tog knitwise, k2tog, p3sso for top decrease.Over 6 rows:035, 083, 133Over 7 rows:103,
213Row 1 (RS): k, yo, k, yo, k into the next stRow 2 (WS): p5Row 3 (RS): ssk, k, k2togRow 4
(WS): p3Row 5 (RS): Sl 2 tog knitwise, k1, p2sso119Crossed stitches: 2 and 3 st
combinationsCross one left: With RN, go behind first st and k second st without removing it from
LN; k first st and slip both off LN.013, 037, 040, 095, 097, 099, 106, 109, 110, 111, 115, 117,
124, 145, 154, 161, 165, 192, 200, 204, 207, 209, 215, 219, 243Cross one right: With RN, go in
front of first st and k second st without removing it from LN; k first st and slip both off LN.013,
037, 040, 097, 099, 106, 109, 110, 111, 117, 124, 145, 154, 161, 165, 192, 200, 204, 207, 209,
215, 219, 243With RN, go behind first st and p second st without removing it from LN; k first st
and slip both off LN.084, 087, 095, 097, 109, 115, 119, 210, 215, 235With RN, go in front of first
st and k second st without removing it from LN; p first st and slip both off LN.084, 087, 095, 097,
109, 115, 119, 210, 215, 235Place stitch 1 on CN, hold to front, k2; k1 from CN.084, 099, 103,
109, 110, 128, 134, 141, 142, 210, 211, 214, 216, 218, 221Place 2 sts on CN, hold to back, k1;
k2 from CN.084, 097, 099, 103, 110, 128, 134, 141, 142, 210, 211, 214, 216, 218, 221Place 2
sts on CN, hold to back, k1; p1, k1 from CN.210Place stitch 1 on CN, hold to front, p2; k1 from
CN.214Place 2 sts on CN, hold to back, k1; p2 from CN.214Place 1 st on CN, hold to back, k2;
k1 from CN.124, 160, 165, 194, 201Place 2 sts on CN, hold to front, k1; k2 from CN.124, 160,
165, 194, 201Place 2 sts on CN, hold to front, p1; k2 from CN.115, 120, 124, 126, 160, 164,
165, 176, 186, 187, 194, 201, 208, 242, 243Place 1 st on CN, hold to back, k2; p1 from CN.115,
120, 124, 126, 160, 164, 165, 176, 186, 187, 194, 201, 208, 242, 243See p. 153215See p.
153215See p. 153215See p. 153215Cables and crosses: 4 stitchesPlace 2 sts on CN, hold to
front, k2; k2 from CN.095, 115, 126, 160, 164, 166, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 177, 178, 180, 183,
184, 186, 187, 188, 190, 192, 194, 195, 198, 201, 202, 204, 205, 206, 208, 209, 215, 219, 242,
246Place 2 sts on CN, hold to back, k2; k2 from CN.095, 115, 123, 126, 160, 166, 169, 170,
171, 172, 173, 177, 178, 183, 184, 186, 187, 188, 192, 195, 198, 201, 202, 204, 205, 208, 209,
215, 219, 246Place 2 sts on CN, hold to front, k1, p1; k2 from CN.166Place 2 sts on CN, hold to
back, k2; p1, k1 from CN.166Place 2 sts on CN, hold to back, k2; k1, p1 from CN.169Place 2 sts
on CN, hold to front, p1, k1; k2 from CN.169Place 2 sts on CN, hold to back, k2; p2 from
CN.010, 123, 124, 165, 166, 169, 170, 172, 174, 181, 186, 187, 188, 192, 206, 209, 215,



246Place 2 sts on CN, hold to front, p2; k2 from CN.010, 123, 124, 165, 166, 169, 170, 172,
174, 187, 188, 192, 206, 209, 215, 246Place 3 sts on CN, hold to front, k1; k3 from CN.077,
120, 134, 175, 176, 194, 208, 219Place 1 st on CN, hold to back, k3; k1 from CN.077, 120, 134,
175, 176, 194, 208, 219Place 3 sts on CN, hold to front, p1; k3 from CN.077, 120, 134, 163,
164, 175, 176, 189, 194, 208, 219Place 1 st on CN, hold to back, k3; p1 from CN.077, 120, 134,
163, 164, 175, 176, 189, 194, 208, 219Place 1 st on CN, hold to front, k3; k1 from CN.099Place
3 sts on CN, hold to back, k1; k3 from CN.099Place 2 st on CN, hold to front; p1, k1; k1, p1 from
CN.201See p. 151165See p. 152165See p. 152182See p. 152202See p. 152215See p.
153215Cables and crosses: 5 stitchesPlace 2 sts on CN, hold to front, k3; k2 from CN.010, 122,
159, 161, 165, 168, 176, 179, 225Place 3 sts on CN, hold to back, k2; k3 from CN.159,
165Place 2 st on CN, hold to front; place 1 st on another CN, hold to back; k2; p1 from back CN;
k2 from front CN.149, 150, 174Place 2 sts on CN, hold to back; place 1 st on another CN, hold
to back; k2; p1 from 2nd CN; k2 from first CN.108Place 2 sts on CN, hold to front, k2, p1; k2 from
CN.174Place 3 sts on CN, hold to back, k2; k2, p1 from CN.246Place 3 sts on CN, hold to back;
k2; k1, p1, k1 from CN.165Place 2 sts on CN, hold to front; p1, k2; k2 from CN.246Place 2 sts on
CN, hold to front; k1, p1, k1; k2 from CN.165Place 3 sts on CN, hold to back, k2; p3 from
CN.246Place 2 sts on CN, hold to front; p3; k2 from CN.246Place 3 sts on CN, hold to front, k2;
k3 from CN.119, 175Place 2 sts on CN, hold to back, k3; k2 from CN.119, 175Place 3 sts on
CN, hold to front, p2; k3 from CN.119, 164, 175, 189, 207, 221Place 2 sts on CN, hold to back,
k3; p2 from CN.119, 164, 175, 189, 207, 221Place 3 sts on CN, hold to front; k1, p1; k3 from
CN.207Place 2 sts on CN, hold to back; k3; p1, k1 from CN.207Cables and crosses: 6
stitchesPlace 2 sts on CN, hold to front, p2, k2; k2 from CN.172Place 4 sts on CN, hold to back,
k2; k2, p2 from CN.
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InCogNito, “A must have book. I sincerely hope the one star reviewer contacted the publisher as
instructed to receive the complete book.I have the original, and was thrilled to see this translated
edition. I have successfully knit a few stitches from the original book, however struggled at times
trying to figure out if I was working the stitches the correct way. This book makes it much easier
to understand how these beautiful stitches should be worked. All stitch patterns are charted, and
the book contains clear, concise information on how to read the charts as well as a 19 page
"Guide to Symbols" in the front of the book which has the abbreviations used in the book along
with what to do for each symbol, broken up into sections (increases, decreases, etc.). A nice
feature is that this guide also tells you the pages of the stitch patterns that use that particular
stitch. There is a second symbol guide in the back of the book with more complex stitches that
includes illustrations of how to work them. All of the samples are beautifully photographed and
show the detail of the pattern extremely well.The book has the following types of stitches:97
openwork stitch patterns, (38 plain openwork, 22 with bobbles, 11 with knots, 14 with leaves,
and 12 with smocking)35 overall patterns26 pattern arrangements48 with crossing stitches15
panel patterns29 edgingsAlso note that Ms. Roehm (who translated this book) is active in the
Japan Knitting & Crochet group on Ravelry, where you can find lots of helpful information on
Japanese knitting and crochet.”

S. Schaffrath, “One of the best patterns books. I already had this book, but it was accidentally
damaged, so I bought another copy immediately. I knit hats, and other items. The patterns are
very easy to follow, and are very simple. I also have the other books in the group, and love to
browse the patterns for new ideas”

grace, “Charts really change the game!. I AM JUST A BEGINNER AT THE CHARTS, BUT THEY
REALLY CHANGE THE GAME! When complicated stitch patterns are written out, I find them
very difficult to follow. MY SUGGESTIONS: (1) Make a copy in pencil on graft paper. (2) At the
top of the paper, copy each symbol and the directions. (3) On your chart, box in cable areas and
label them “B” or “F” (stitches held to the Back or the Front). (4) Mark back-side rows with yellow
marker. (5) As you work back-side rows, call the symbols by new names: I-purls or e-purls. (6)
Use markers between different areas of pattern. (6) Mark rows completed: Use a magnetic
board and ruler plus pencil marks on the sides of the chart.YARN OVER STITCHES: You knit
them in the correct order, but they often slip over the adjacent stitch. Watch carefully as you knit
over them in the next row.WHERE TO START: Perhaps a narrow scarf: Look at the pattern
arrangements or the panels for ideas. If you are not comfortable designing it, Hitomi Shida’s
other book has a scarf pattern—also a hat pattern if you want to start in the round. I would get
that book rather than this one.”

MN Groo, “Five Stars!. Contrary to the one star review, I was able to find all stitch definitions for



the chart symbols in this book...pages 8-25 and pages 150-153 have all the symbols spelled out
and all the charts reference the correct pages. I am astounded by the beauty of these stitches
and so excited to have both books translated into English!”

CookingUpAStorm, “Pure inspiration. As a knitter, simply leafing through the pages fills me with
inspiration. The stitch designs are exquisite. For each, there is a photograph of a good-sized
swatch and a chart. The chart symbols frequently represent groups of stitches, similar to how
cables are charted in western patterns. They are explained step by step, but as they are
unfamiliar, they may take some getting used to. These designs are not for beginners, but knitters
who are comfortable with western patterns that employ cables or lace and want to let their
creativity loose should definitely consider this book!”

S. Sloan, “Beautiful, inspiring, possibly mind-blowing. I bought this book after savoring her other
book on the same topic. I treasure them both. As the title indicates, it’s a stitionary, but the
complex and gorgeous patterns make use of crochet and other techniques combined with
traditional Western knitting in ingenious ways. Essentially, Shida has combined Eastern
esthetics and a whole new set of stitch techniques to create complex but beautiful panels that I
want to work into my knitting.Text is relegated to explanations of the stitch combination symbols
and can get quite complicated. The book format is mostly pretty good photos of the panels with
an accompanying chart. Most of us will want to keep one finger stuck in the symbol descriptions
while we scan the charts in order to understand what’s happening. But when you do, a glimpse
into the harmony and elegance of the technique as well as the finished panel emerges. One
thing that made the book worth purchase for me is the section on edgings, especially the ones
incorporating ribbing. I will never have a plain, boring cuff again!The only improvement I could
desire in the next edition would be a spiral binding to allow the book to lie flat when opened.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “It is really worth five stars!. I've taken a quick look at the book but I have
already seen that it is another magnificent collection of superb projects. It is not for beginners,
however the stitch designs are exquisite. For each, there is a photograph of a good-sized swatch
and a chart. The chart symbols frequently represent groups of stitches, similar to how cables are
charted in western patterns. They are explained step by step, but as they are unfamiliar, they
may take some getting used to. The knitters who want to find new inspiration should definitely
consider this book!”

In the Hills, “Someday I'll be a good enough knitter..... ...to be able to use this book. Till then I'll
just marvel at the patterns and stitches of what is truly a fine art form in knitting. Definitely not for
anyone but an experienced knitter- which I knew from the get go. But boy- it's a joy to look at
each stitch, marvel at the finished product, and be inspired to get good enough to use the
patterns myself.  It's worth the money to have the inspiration and visual beauty of what can be...”



D A., “Fascinating source of inspiration. A book to refer back to, time & again. Beautiful
combinations of lace, textured & twisted stitches. Some are mostly cables, others mainly
openwork. Knitted swatches are a generous size & chart symbols are fully explained. I'd prefer it,
if the charts included 'a stocking stitch equivalent', to give an idea of each charts effect on
tension. I'd highly recommend this book for intermediate to advanced knitters.”

Rachel A, “Great selection of stitch patterns. Like Hitomi Shida's other book, the Japanese
Knitting Stitch Bible, this contains a large selection of stitch patterns which can be used when
designing items, or substituted into other patterns. All symbols are explained in the book, along
with how to use the charts correctly. You do have to be able to read charts to use this book, and
there are no patterns for complete items included. Highly recommended for knitters with some
experience.”

Mrs. M. E. Winstanley, “Lovely book. Lots of information. You have to be prepared to use charts
but if you never made anything at all worth it for the visual pleasure alone and inspiration”

tracey, “Unusual Gift idea. Bought for a very capable knitter- waiting for new jumper now!”

Marie Potts, “Awesome. I bought this for my Nephews birthday and he loves it”

The book by Hitomi Shida has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 500 people have provided feedback.
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